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上課地點 課程編號 開課日 時間 課堂形式 *學費
(每個獨立課程4堂)

太子 PB23RT3401-L 27/7 (THUR) 4:45pm-5:45pm

Live
$880

PB23RT3402-L 29/7 (SAT) 6:35pm-7:35pm

九龍灣 KB23RT3403-L 28/7 (FRI) 4:45pm-5:45pm

KB23RT3404-L 30/7 (SUN) 11:45am-12:45pm

銅鑼灣 CB23RT3405-L 29/7 (SAT) 11:45am-12:45pm

荃灣(海之戀)
TB23RT3406-L 25/7 (TUE) 6:00pm-7:00pm

TB23RT3407-L 30/7 (SUN) 6:35pm-7:35pm

ONLINE^ OB23RT3400-1 4/8 (FRI) N/A OT

升S.3-4 「星」級銜接課程 //  包含2個獨立課程 合共8堂 每堂課時為1小時
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S.1-6英國語文(補習課程)
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Course Content 
Theme: Show business 
 
Lesson 1 ± Lesson 4 
 

Writing  Debating Speech [៝፣ᅋᖿ] 

Reading Summary Cloze [༲шᚠ] 

Listening & Integrated Skills Listening (Maps & Labelling) [ಯ᠙ȈӴყЅ] 

Speaking Group Interaction (Skills of interaction)  

[ωಢଆ፣Ȉϣଢ଼ѽ] 

 
Giveaway: (1) Speak Like A Native  (2) Inspirational quotes (celebrities) 
 
Lesson 5 ± Lesson 8 
 

Writing  Feature articles (people) [Ρސ੫ቸ] 

Reading An assessment with various question types 

[ᆣӫᚠຟե] 

Listening & Integrated Skills Long task (A video script) [ߝМቸհȈຜᓜᖿገ] 

Speaking Individual response (What problems / difficulties«)  

[এΡӱᔖȈ୰ᚠ / ֨ᜲ] 

 
Giveaway: (1) S3/4 Summer Workbook  (2) News Review 
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Ᏸҡཐِ (़М) 
Lee Ho Kwan   
 
 Never have I met a more passionate, patient and diligent teacher than Rita. 
 Experienced in teaching, ZŝƚĂ Ɛ͛� ƚĞĂĐŚŝŶŐ� ƐƚǇůĞ� ŝƐ� student-oriented. She transforms abstract 
concepts into easily understandable ones. Not only can you easily apprehend what she teaches 
during her lesson, but you can also receive countless extra materials to improve your diversified 
ability in English, namely a pink worksheet distributed every lesson, a grammar book consisting of 
600 MC questions, another grammar book that includes lots of applicable phrasal verbs and 
vocabulary books with a lot of vocabulary and idioms. Rita is open for questions and conveniently 
accessible through her whatsapp number. She has solved a handful of questions for me through 
whatsapp. Last but not least, Rita has tests regularly. She sets up an Elite Workshop for those who 
achieve a certain score successfully. In free elite workshops, she teaches advanced vocabulary 
and exam skills to equip us with all the techniques we need for the exam. 
 All in all, she is the best tutor I have ever met. I sincerely recommend everyone to join her 
courses. 
 
Audrey     
 
I joined Miss Rita's Reading and Usage Mock Exam in September. The exam, superb and 
well-structured, was designed according to actual exams. Rita also gave us clear explanations and 
let us know the mistakes we should avoid. The paper was exam-oriented and tests concepts that I 
have difficulty in understanding. It was a great experience and I highly recommend everyone who 
wants to improve your exam skills to join it. 
 
Ernest Li    
 
After attending Miss Rita's class, not only do I improve my results but I also have greater 
confidence in communicating with foreigners as Miss Rita has taught us vocabulary items which 
are commonly used. Furthermore, I think that elite classes help me make remarkable progress in 
English. During elite classes, Miss Rita introduces different advanced sentence structures to us so 
that we can use them in compositions and daily life. 
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